
Girl, Arise  Chapters 5 & 6  Reflection Questions

“Becoming Pro-Life and Pro-Women” Chapter 5

1. Please read the paragraph on page 43 that begins with, “Like so many things….....”

Claire S., the author, talks about the difference between (1) secular feminists and those who
are (2) prolife advocates. Where do you find yourself on the spectrum between these two
descriptions? Or maybe you’re a mix of the two?

2.  Claire writes about “kindness is so underrated in today’s society. Love, respect, and
charity are seen as things are nice bonus is but a little old fashion and not useful. But
they are the most useful tools we have. We forget that Jesus told us again and again
to love people, to treat them well, to not be the first to cast stones.“

Do you find this “being kind, loving” difficult to do, especially when you are confronted by
others who disagree with you about abortion, capital punishment, treatment of immigrants,
the undocumented, etc.? How do you remain respectful of others?

3. Claire states, “but being pro-life means a lot more than being anti-abortion.” Do you
agree?

4. What do you think about Claire’s examples of how girls and women are treated in other
parts of the world (gendercide), the treatment of immigrants/the undocumented, the death
penalty, racism, etc.? Are these pro-life issues?

“Loving Jesus” Chapter 6

5. Claire S., the author talks about the Act of Contrition and confession (Sacrament
of Reconciliation). When we pray the Act of Contrition we are saying that we will avoid
things that lead us to sin. Is this difficult for you? Or is it difficult for you to “pluck the wood
out of your own eye” before correcting the problems of another or the world” around you?

6. Claire, states that in order to stay connected with God and His Son we, as Catholics, have
the 7 Sacraments, especially the Eucharist, Reconciliation and specific prayers the Church
has given us.

A. What do you like most about the Sunday Eucharist when you are consciously participat-
ing?

B. Do you have a favorite prayer? Why?



7. Claire states on page 61 that, “our Catholic faith, our relationship with Jesus, has to
be front and center of our feminism and our social justice efforts. If we are not seeing
people as made in the image of Christ, we are not seeing them properly. Our efforts
will result in feel good feelings or superficial fixes. It will stop being about truly loving
humanity.”

In light of this statement, how have you as a woman in the Catholic Church with the Eucha-
rist, Confession (Reconciliation) and Prayer at your “spiritual disposal,” grown thus far in your
life in your relationship with Jesus Christ and others around you? With others that disagree
with you?


